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Hey Tiger 

"Unique Style"

Hey Tiger was designed for those with a more quirky, unique and

individualistic style; one that is simply not catered to by the usual chain

stores. The store stocks an eclectic collection of vintage clothing and

accessories for men and women, alongside handmade items produced by

local artists, and natural beauty products. Here you will find a variety of

unique and unusual pieces that range from new and quirky, to classic

vintage style. With shoes, jewelry, hats, belts and more, Hey Tiger has

everything you need to add a splash of creativity to your wardrobe.

 +1 502 690 5152  1572 Bardstown Road, Louisville KY
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Dot Fox 

"Trendy Finds"

If trendy, hip clothing and unusual accessories are the things your heart

desires, then stop by Dot Fox and you will not be disappointed. This little

boutique at Bardstown Road is stocked with a great collection of young,

stylish clothing and accessories from a variety of independent lines

including names like Leelu Q, Noo Works, Tangiers, Insight and Covet.

With shoes, bags, scarves, jewelry and much more on offer, Dot Fox has

everything you may need to complement your unique style.

 +1 502 452 9191  www.dotfoxclothingculture.com/  1567 Bardstown Road, Louisville KY
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Peacock Boutique 

"Frankfort Avenue Find"

This shop on busy Frankfort Avenue features a curated collection of

women's clothing and accessories. The upscale designers on the racks

include the popular Anna Sui and Helmut Lang as well as some lesser

known ones like Malene Birger and Rachel Pally. Many of the designs are

quite eclectic and sometimes garish, but then again the store prides itself

on the idea that it's always good to "ruffle some feathers."

 +1 502 897 1158  www.shopthepeacock.co

m/

 info@shopthepeacock.com  2828 Frankfort Avenue,

Louisville KY
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